Recoop/Businessolver
Pinnacle Partnership
Businessolver is proud to have Recoop as a part of our Pinnacle Partner
Program. You trust us to ensure your workforce has the benefits they
need, when they need them. We trust our Pinnacle Partners to help us
deliver on that promise. These relationships, grounded in empathetic
experiences and state-of the art innovation, offer quality products and
services with secure and seamless integrations.

Solutions for You
Recoop picks up where insurance stops. Didn’t realize your homeowners or renters
policy had gaps in coverage after a disaster? No worries. Recoop has you covered.
Recoop puts you and your family’s well-being ahead of a corporate lawyer’s fine print.
So you get a simple and affordable way to bounce back faster after a disaster.

Who is Recoop
Recoop is the first and only

Our Relationship

multi-peril disaster coverage that

Businessolver’s relationship with Recoop offers a cost-effective way for employers
to help fill in gaps of insurance. And together with Recoop’s disaster insurance, we
can help employees receive fast recovery cash they need to move forward after a
disaster strikes.
Simplicity: Established connections and a simple product that is straightforward
to enroll, administer and use, creates a best-in-class experience for employer and
employee alike.
Innovation: With a first-of-its-kind product and an integrated digital experience
from implementation to claims, benefits are managed through a seamless
front-to-back process.

quickly pays a lump-sum cash
benefit (up to $25,000) after a
natural disaster: hurricane (with
storm surge), wildfire, tornado,
earthquake, gas explosion,
winter storm or dust storm.
It’s the really affordable, really
flexible recovery cash that helps
you bounce back faster.

Commitment: Committed to providing a simple and affordable product that is
an essential piece of any financial wellness plan, offering protection when it’s
needed most.

Why this Benefits You
Integration

Support

Experience

Cost savings through standardized
integrations

Dedicated team for implementation
and support

Employee benefits together on
Benefitsolver

Faster turnaround times for
implementation

Easy administration and billing
options

Customized benefit communications
at open enrollment

Pre-built connections for quick
open enrollment processing

Enhanced employer and customer
experience

Personalized employee experience
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